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ABSTRACT

TNo t-%pes of fuel rods xvith different fuel meat diameter and ranium ,are
considered for HANARO core com ersion w high density U-Mo fuel. AiTanging
standard fuels of 5.0 gU/cc and 635 mm in diameter at the inner ring of an assembl ad
reduced fuels of 43 gU/cc and 549 mm in diameter at the outer ring of an assembly
flattens the assembled poNver distribution and aoids the increase of linear heat generation
rate due to using higher uranium density and less number of fuel rods. The maximum
linear heat generation rate is similar mth the current reference core nd four ftiel sites at
the outer core in the rflector tank is conN cried to the irradiation sites to suit more demand
on fuel tests and radioisotope production at outer core sites. Tis ne�N core has 32% longer
fuel L-wic than the current reference core.

1. Introduction

HANARO has thir-tv-two fuel channels arid seven irradiation sites in the core. The inner core is cooled
and moderated by light ater and has 20 hexagonal fuel channels. circular fuel channels. and 3
hexagonal irradiation sites. The outer core. located in the reflector tank. is cooled by light water but
moderated bN! heav,%7 ater and has 4 circular ftiel channels and 4 irradiation sites. Outer core irradiation
sites are appropriate for fuel irradiation tests or radioisotope production. High power fuel irradiation
tests are carried out in the inner core irradiation sites. ANARO driver fuel is 19.75 Nv/o 315 gU/cc

_'S' n rod type.
High density atomized U-Mo fuel is considered to replace current driver fuels. There are a few merits
that can be obtained by replacing current sicide fuel Nvith high density U-Mo fuel. Four fuel channels
in the outer core can be used as irradiation sites. These sites are verv much in demand and sometimes a
high bumup fuel test continues for up to five years. Secondly. the increase of uranium loading per fuel
assemblv extends the fuel cvcle and reduces the number of spent fuels discharged per year. It may be

that current spent fuel storage pool used throu h the lifetime of HANARO Without
transporting spent fuels to the interim storage site. Lastly. the fact that U-Mo is reprocessable allows
another backend option to HANARO.
HANARO started its operation in 1995 and does not have to confront ageing problem vet. Hence the
core conversion that can be considered in the near future is the one ithout major svstern modification.
Only the fuel change is under consideration even ithout shape change. Any change affected bv this fuel
change should be minimized. Two major concerns are to ensure the thermal margin and the endurance
of the fuel. Thermal margin can be ensured either bN upgrading cooling system or by achieving uniform
power distribution within a fuel assembly A marginal reduction of the existing margin could be
accepted. Operation experience and more accurate and proven analysis method would be helpful.
Upgrading cooling s,, 7stem will be excluded to minimize the effect of fuel change. Another concern is the
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soundness of the fuel integity against the fow-induced vibration under the condition of prolonged fuel
cvcle and heavier fuel assemblv.

2. Preliminary study

The parameters that can be considered in fuel change are mass fraction of molybdenum. fuel densitv.
fuel meat diameter. uranium loading. excess reactivity. linear heat generation rate. and mass fraction of
poison. Fuel irradiation performance is confirmed through fuel qualification test. New fuel specification
should be selected bv analvsis to fulfil a maximum linear hat generation rate ensuring the nimum
thermal margin and neutron flux required by users at various locations.
It is assumed that a neNN core has 28 ftiel channels. All of channels in the outer core. called OR. are
irradiation sites. U-9Mo is selected in this stud,%- since more stable fl is preferable than the slight
handicap of parasitic absorption of Mo. Fuel meat density and diameter determines the uranium loading
and drectiv affects linear heat generation rate (LHGR). The uranium loading in the ilev, core is 32%
more than the existing 32 fuel assembly core. The thermal conductivity is measured along the fuel
volume fraction and temperature. As the fuel volume fraction increases. thermal conductivity decreases
verv much. In manufacturing fuel rods. more unacceptable fuel rods are produced \,%hen the diameter of
the fael rod becomes lower than 549 mm- With a given ftiel density, larger fuel meat diameter produces
higher linear heat generation rate.
MCNP [1]. VENTURE 2]. and HELIOS 3 are used for this analysis with fresh fuels at 30 MW. The
reference core and a nNN core with control rods at the middle of the core height are compared in Table
1. In the reference core. all fuel meat has the same densitv hile the reduced fuels. hich are located in
the outer ring of hexagonal fuel assembly. have 549 nun diameter and the standard fuels have 635 nun.
The reduced fuels are introduced to reduce the power peaking within a fuel assembly. The reduced fuels
in the new core.. however. has 43 gU/cc and 549 nun diameter and are located in the outer ring of both
hexagonal and circular fuel assemblies. The standard fuel has 5.0 gU/cc and 635 mm diameter. When
four OR fuel channels are replaced with durtuny fuels. the average LHGR is basically increased by
8.3%.
The LHGR ratio of outer ring average to inner ring average is. however. greatly reduced for circular
assemblies by more than 20%. In MCNP calculation. the excess reactivity is increased bv on1v 19 ink
although uranium is loaded 32% more. This is because the neutron loss becomes larger due to the
reduction of the core size excluding 4 fuel sites and the parasitic absorption of Mo. Another reason is
the increased self-shielding due to higher uranium density. The control rod orth of the new core is
105. 0 mk that is 5. 1 % smaller than that of the reference core.
The cross section lbran. for VENTURE is provided bv WIMS [4]- VENTURE is underestimating
LHGR compared to that from MCNP by 1.5% in average and 70% in maximum. The excess reactivity
of the new core is even decreased b-,- 1. 8 mk.
HELIOS is a two-dimensional transport code and two core states such as all rod out (ARO) and all rod
in (ARI) are analysed. LHGR shown in Table I is for ARO and the average LHGR's are
underestimated ithin 4 except CAR site compared with those from MCNP. kff is the average of
ARO and AR]. When the maximum LHGR's of HELIOS are compared with those of MCNP and
VENTURE. the axial peaking factors deduced from MCNP and VENTURE are 161 and 1-50.
respectively. The control rod orth in the new core is 105.1 ik that is 57% less than that of reference
core. he excess reactivitv of the new core is increased bv on1v 0.5 ink.
In MCNP calculation. the thermal-to-total flux in the fuel region is decreased by a ew percent from the
reference core to the new core. This hardening effect is also shown in assembly bumup calculation using
HELIOS but the extent of hardening does not change much in bumup. While the uranium dens1tv
increases. the spectrum becomes harder due to self-shielding effect-
When the fuels at the inner ning of the hexagonal fuel assemblies increase their density from 5.0 gU/cc
to 5.5 gU/cc. the improvements in LHGR and LHGR ratio are only a fw percent.
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Table 1. Co arison of reference and new core with fresh fuels at 30 MW
Core Fuel specification Uranium Code LHGR LHGR ratio kff

(enrichment. Loading max/av (outer/inner CAR worth
densitv. diameter) (kg) (kW/m)** ring)*** (mk)

Reference 19.75 w/o U3Si 58.92 MCNP 88.2/40.6 1.03 1.17499
core. 3. 15gU/cc 110.9/37.1 1.17
32 fuel 63 )5/5.49 mm* 108.1/54.3 1.24 110.7
assemblies 83.3/48.7 1.36

VENTURE 80.6/40.8 1.00 1.16642
98.8/36.8 1.17
98.7/53.2 1.21 119.7
78.5/47.5 1.29

HELIOS 55.9/39.5 1.03 1.18477
64.6/50.5 1.22
64.1/51.2 1.22 111.4
57.5/48.5 1.30

New core 19.75 w/o U-9Mo 77.72 MCNP 103.3/45.2 1.02 1.17762
28 fuel 5.0/4.3 gU/cc* 107.2/38.5 0.89
assemblies 6.35/5.49 mm* 106.4/55.3 0.95 105.0

VENTURE 96.1/45.4 0.95 1.16397
101.6/37.5 0.85
102.0/53.7 0.88 114.2

HELIOS 66.3/44.2 1.02 1.18544
65.3/51.7 0.93
64.9/52.3 0.94 105.1

standard/reduced
R: hexagonal fuel assembled 36 rods),
CAR: circular fuel assembly (I 8 rods) in the control absorber rod (shroud)
SOR: circular fel assembIv 18 rods) in the shut-off rod (shroud)
OR: circular fuel assembIv (I 8 rods) in the outer core

Hexagonal fiiel assembly has 3 rings. Two inner rings have 6 and 12 fuel rods and an outer rng has
18 fuel rods. Circular fuel assembIv has 2 rings. An inner ring has 6 fuel rods and an outer ring has
12 fuel rods.

3. Burnup analysis

The burnup analyses for the reference and new cores without any fuel shuffling are conducted using
HELIOS. Assuming the discharge burnup of 55%U235 as HANARO. the irradiation day is 192.9 days
and kff is 08891 at 90 GWD/tHM 54.04 %U235) in the reference core. For the new core, the
irradiation dav is 254.4 davs and kff is 08894 at 90 GWD/tHM 53.79 %U235). The irradiation length
of new core is 32% longer as uranium loading is 32% more. When the uranium enrichment is different.
the same U23 )5 loading does not mean the same cycle length due to the different quantities of U238 [5].
For reference and new cores, kff's and their slopes are about same as up to 55%U235 burnup.

4. Conclusions and further study

The feasibilit'v of core conversion with high density U-Mo fuel is analysed. In addition to the advantages
of high density U-Mo such as longer fiiel cycle. less number of spent fuel produced per year and
reprocessability. smaller core size is pursued to have more irradiation sites. It is assumed that te
reactor cooling system should not be modified to hold this core conversion. This means that the
maximum linear heat generation rate should be maintained as it is in the current core. The reduced fuels
with smaller fuel meat diameter and lower uranium densitv at the outer ring of the fuel assembly are
proposed in order to reduce the assembly power peaking. This new core has 32% more uranium with the
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same enrichment of 19.75w/o and four more irradiation sites than the cur-rent core. The maximum linear
heat generation rate is about same as the current reference core while the linear heat generation rate
ratio of outer to inner ring fuel is greatly reduced making an assembly power distribution more unifori-n.
The characteristics of the new core AN-ill be anaIN-sed more for flux level. spectrum and reactivity
coefficients. The transition and equilibrium cores NN-111 be searched and the characteristics of the
equi 1ifibrium core will be analysed.
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